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Network Best Practices for VoIP Phones 

Overview 

Each device in the network can be make or break for the behavior and audio quality of the phones. 

Modems 

Modems convert signals going to and from the local network. The most common issue with modems is that they 

can be gateway style modems – which means they are a combination of a modem and router. The router 

portion can sometimes produce unexpected behavior. 

The best possible setup is to use a standalone modem (link to C:\Users\User\Clarity Voice\Support Team - 

Documents\2018 Website Planning\Support Website Content Level 3\Getting Started with Clarity\Preparing 

Your Internet – DONE\Preparing Your Internet, Install a Standalone Modem section), second is using static 

IPs and finally, a bridged modem. 

Routers 

The router is what connects all of the devices on the LAN and gives them access to the internet. It is also 

responsible for prioritizing traffic. Clarity recommends either a Watchdog (link to S:\2018 Website 

Planning\Support Website Content Level 3\Products\Routers and Firewalls\Firewalls landing page, Watchdog 

section) firewall or the Netgear (link to S:\2018 Website Planning\Support Website Content Level 

3\Products\Routers and Firewalls\Firewalls landing page, Netgear section) WNR3500 router, which has custom 

firmware that is pre-configured in a fashion that is optimized for VoIP service. 

Switches 

IP Ranges 

67.214.122.80 – 99 

162.223.161.90 – 99 

The phones should have full egress/ingress with the IPs above. It is often easiest to open all ports based on the 

range above, however, here are the specific ports utilized if you prefer: 

Ports 

5060 and 5061 — Secure SIP Communication 

80 — HTTP Traffic 

443 — HTTPS Traffic 

20000 – 40000 — RTP (the phones will randomly select ports in this range for audio processing) 
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SIP ALGs / Helpers 

On all devices, any SIP helpers and/or SIP ALGs should be disabled as they can cause the phones to behave 

unpredictably. 

Disable any UTM features for the firewall rules to the Clarity servers. This includes features like SPI, IPS, Web 

Filter, SPAM Filter, AntiVirus etc. 

 


